
FACILITATING IINTERNATIONAL

COLLECTIVE ACTION

C HAPTER 7 EXPLAINED HOW NEW PARTNERSHIPS AND they achieve little when countries have signed on without
competitive pressures can enhance the state's effec- fully understanding, or accepting, the likely costs.

tiveness at home. But the challenge of reforming the state
does not stop at the state's borders. In an increasingly
interdependent world, one country's actions will often Not so long ago the standard policy advice with regard to
have implications for its neighbors and for the rest of the the provision of public goods relied almost exclusively on
world. And there is a growing recognition that some state intervention. Depending on the circumstances, the
needed public goods and services can only be secured prescription might be to introduce a subsidy, a tax, a new
through international cooperation. Thus, building state liability rule, a new regulation, or a new program for direct
capability will mean building more-effective partnerships public provision of the good in question. But this approach
and institutions internationally as well as at home. usually fell flat when it came to the provision of interna-

The need for international cooperation stems from tional public goods. In a world of sovereign nations, volun-
global and regional manifestations of the problems de- tary cooperation becomes the only answer. But why would
scribed in earlier chapters, such as missing markets and the countries undertake cooperatively actions that they have
presence of externalities. World peace, a sustainable global little or no incentive to carry out individually?
environment, a single world marketplace for goods and Experience and a better understanding of how eco-
services, and basic knowledge are all examples of interna- nomies work have since led us to recognize a richer set of
tional public goods. They will be underprovided without motives for collective action and to devise better institu-
conscious, concerted, and collective efforts to provide tional arrangements for carrying them out, be they
them. Development aid, although not a public good in the national or global. As previous chapters have shown, states
strict sense, also justifies international cooperation because are setting aside monopolistic, command-and-control
of global equity considerations. approaches to governing in favor of a more participatory

This chapter discusses the ways in which governments approach involving civil society, markets, and local
might help ensure more effective global provision of inter- authorities. At the global level, the participatory approach
national public goods. It begins by examining the volun- goes a step further, since it relies on international cooper-
tary mechanisms already established to coordinate inter- ation without the use of coercive power. Today, the key
national collective action. Although the evidence is clear mechanisms for the provision of international public
that cooperation to achieve global collective goals brings goods are based entirely on voluntary action.
global benefits, not every such action will bring benefits In international markets for trade and investment,
for all. Hence it will not always be in every country's inter- countries have collaborated to develop common rules
est to participate. Some international public goods may and norms of conduct and to institutionalize them
simply not be valued as highly by some countries as by through various formal arrangements. These have in-
others, and sometimes the domestic costs of complying cluded regional arrangements such as the Asia-Pacific Eco-
with an agreement may outweigh the benefits. A major nomic Cooperation (APEC) forum and Mercosur in
lesson of experience with voluntary agreements is that South America, as well as multilateral ones such as the
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World Trade Organization (WTO) and its precursor the Collective provision of public goods generally requires
General Agreement on Tariffs and Tradc (GATT). Al- balancing three principles: openness, diversity, and cohe-
though all these arrangements are based entirely on sion. Each has considerable merit, but pursuing any one to
voluntary participation, they have attracted growing mem- the extreme risks compromising the others. Openness to
berships, contributing hugely to growth in world trade the global economy involves a commitment to transparency
and improvements in the participants'welfare. Organizing and clear rules, for example prohibiting discriminatory
and operating these arrangements are costly, but members trade practices. Yet openness without diversity could lead
have deemed the benefits sufficient to justify the costs. to backsliding by countries that desire more freedom to dif-
When is cooperation desirable? fer, and thus to greater fragmentation of the world econ-

omy. Likewise, acceptance of diversity-for example in the
For any country, the decision to cooperate in important mutual recognition of different national standards-fosters
international endeavors will be a complex one, condi- innovation but may be detrimental to cohesion among
tioned by the country's social values and by its assessment countries or among communities within a country. Cohe-
of the long-term national interest. The balance of the sion, of course, is also generally desirable, but not when it
costs and benefits of cooperating depends on the type of involves sacrificing too much openness and diversity.
activity, the mechanisms proposed, and the social and These considerations suggest that although there is
economic conditions the country faces. much need for collective provision of international public

There is greater recognition today not only of the exis- goods, it is not the answer to all problems for all countries.
tence and benefits of international public goods, but also Each country has to decide, on a case-by-case basis,
of the implications of failing to provide them adequately. whether to participate. An appropriate global framework
History has shown what can happen when the commu- for organizing collective action must therefore allow for
nity of nations is more fragmented, by war or by trade and multiple arrangements and institutions, all based on vol-
investment barriers, than it is today. Without a forum for untary participation. One possible approach to organiza-
nation-states to discuss and negotiate orderly changes in tional design is to think in terms of a series of groups, each
national policies and standards, small economies may end with a different objective:
up having to adopt the practices of the dominant eco-
nomic powers, in a process of "imperial harmonization." * Functional groups to deal with specific issues such as
And failure to provide effective foreign aid or support for macroeconomic policy, environmental protection,
basic research to meet the needs of poor countries dimin- labor standards, and international conflicts (for ex-
ishes the prospects of those countries ever developing into ample, the International Labour Organisation and the
vibrant economies and profitable trading partners. Inter- Bank for International Settlements)
national cooperation is critical to making events turn out * Regional groups to deal with multiple issues of interest
significantly better. to neighboring countries (but preferably open to all

But again, not all countries will in all cases wish to that wish to join), including trade and investment
participate in the provision of international public goods. (for example, the North American Frce Trade Area, or
At the very least, cooperation can restrict a country's free- NAFTA, and APEC)
dom to act. Often the benefits will exceed the costs of ced- * Coordinating groups to link the functional and
ing some national autonomy, but not always. In many regional groups and create a broader network for all
areas-macroeconomic policy coordination is one-there members (for example, the OECD).
is inevitably some uncertainty about what kind of joint
action to take. In others, such as environmental protec- This framework provides for a reasonable balance
tion and climate change, there is uncertainty about the among openness, diversity, and cohesion and may well be
extent to which the key players will participate. Uncer- adequate to prevent fragmentation and imperial harmo-
tainties such as these blunt the likely effectiveness and nization. Individual countries' interest and participation
dilute the expected benefits of cooperation. in the various arrangements at any given time will vary,

Even when the relevant facts are more certain, differ- and groups may be relatively inactive for long periods. But
ing perceptions and priorities can still preclude coopera- when the timing is right, with ideas and circumstances
tion. Many developing countries, for example, are reluc- converging, groups may witness a surge of interest in their
tant to adopt the labor laws and pollution standards of the activities, as occurred, for example, in the concluding
richer countries for fear of losing their competitive advan- stages of the Uruguay Round negotiations of the GATT.
tage and jeopardizing growth. And some countries may En
choose not to cooperate in certain activities out of a belief suring more effective cooperation
that private research and experimentation will ultimately There is no guarantee that participating states will always
produce cheaper solutions. fully comply with external commitments. In the absence
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of some global authority with universal jurisdiction and implementation reports by member countries. These bod-
coercive power, enforcing international agreements and ies, however, lack enforcement power. They also have lim-
treaties is up to the states themselves. Hence mechanisms ited capacity to verify implementation unless countries
are clearly needed to ensure compliance when commit- cooperate in providing information. More sophisticated
ments are not being honored voluntarily. Recent experi- legal agreements, including some recent environmental
ence in international law suggests a few such mechanisms. conventions, add the element of supervision. A supervi-

Countries fail to comply with international commit- sory body can help by following up on reporting require-
ments for different reasons. The incentives to comply may ments and by disseminating information on the impact of
be weak, because of changes in political priorities or in the convention at the domestic level.
underlying economic conditions. Or the necessary capa- The procedure for noncompliance established under
bility, including the technical expertise and organizational the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the
skills needed to ensure timely action, may be lacking. Per- Ozone Layer is a good example of this new approach. Any
haps most common among developing countries, the req- party to the agreement that has doubts about the correct
uisite financial resources may not be available. application of the protocol by another party can initiate

Where its incentives have become incompatible with the procedure, as can the secretariat itself or any party hav-
fulfilling its international obligations, a country may need ing trouble meeting its commitments. NGOs and indi-
to reconsider its participation. The effectiveness of the viduals also have access to this procedure: they can trans-
agreement (or international organization) will be under- mit information about possible noncompliance to the
mined if many members simultaneously face strong in- secretariat. The Committee on Implementation may try
centives not to abide by its provisions. In practice, how- to bring about an amicable settlement, or recommend
ever, states have perceived their self-interest broadly, technical or financial assistance if the failure to apply the
recognizing the impact of their actions on the community protocol is due to lack of capacity. It can also suspend the
of nations, on their own reputation, and on the possibil- rights and privileges of parties in violation.
ity of entering into future reciprocal arrangements. Continuous cooperation among national agencies is

Lack of capacity and financial resources is often more the foundation of this process-oriented approach. The
manageable. Many international agreements take the building blocks include such facilities as permanent com-
capacity and financial constraints of some members into munication networks, periodic reporting or implementa-
account. Provisions can be included to ensure that neces- tion, periodic review of legal provisions, and regular meet-
sary personnel and financial resources are available to all ings of decisionmakers and staff. All these help maintain
members. 'Where such needs are not fully anticipated, awareness among responsible officials of the goals being
mechanisms for communication and supervision can be sought by the agreements and the means for achieving
devised to address emerging issues. Allocating responsibil- them, and keep the public informed of emerging issues.
ities realistically and providing for necessary resource The Geneva-based International Register of Potentially
transfers in advance can improve implementation and re- Toxic Chemicals, which is founded on national regulatory
duce violations. decisions rather than international regulatory action, is a

Traditional legal mechanisms often fail to address the good example of such a facility.
root cause of compliance problems, instead relying on Current provision of international public goods
breach of the agreement to trigger action. This approach
highlights the violation of commitment and is confronta- This section reviews some of challenges and opportunities
tional. Necessary remedial actions may come too late- facing states as thev seek in five selected areas to balance
the damage may have been done. Relations among mem- self-interest and the common interest in an increasingly
bers may sour, making future cooperation more difficult. interdependent world.

An alternative, more process-oriented approach pro-
motes the observance of commitments on a continuous Expanding world markets
basis. The goal is not to condemn wrongdoing but to keep The liberalization of trade and investment laws around the
states in compliance with their obligations and prevent world has contributed to an enormous increase in the vol-
violations. This approach relies to a much greater extent ume of world trade and foreign direct and portfolio invest-
on communication, consultation, monitoring, the sharing ment, whose impact on the welfare of participants has been
of information, and technical and financial assistance. considerable and for the better. Multilateral and regional

Recent conventions, particularly in the environmental agreements have supported market expansion, as greater
domain, incorporate mechanisms for monitoring and economic interdependence has made it necessary to main-
facilitating compliance. These include conferences among tain and extend an international system of liberal trade and
the parties, separate secretariats, and financial assistance investment. Invigorated by buoyant trade, the global econ-
arrangements that ensure the submission and review of omy has grown rapidly, and that growth shows little sign
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Box 8.1 The World Trade Organization-an international mechanism for bringing credibility to
national policy

The \'TO l a cvEqablijjed in januar., 1(1 5 to .idniin- Of these marters. two have completed the enrire
isrer niultzlareral rradl apreemenes neg-iared by irs prc;cess. and two turcher panel reports have been
member coun[ries. Thr \\-It) ijn be regirded both as iissed. Countries can no longer block the establish-
anr IntriRL1i'1 enmbods inS- a met of rules and principlec ment ot arbitration parinek or ignore their findings. ah
ofn tile u!e of poIitik. thaL affect trade tlo . and as a thex ciould under tile GATT. And although they ma.

market` in hich members ecuarrhange marker access appcal. rhe dceision ot the appealh bodv is final. Ev-n'
rnices'Ifln and a.l2rce on rules ct rhe game. The \\T0 stage of the proces-s i, subject to srrict rime limits. and

requires it% member to ensirec that their trade polIcies countries that hil rto comply face authorized trade
are large1; nondise rinila[on- and the-ir rulei and en- sanctions.
torkement piFc'ld.ire rran parenr. Ihe \XTO) Almo The lI_rgest trcding nations and cu toms rerritories
provides legal mrcharisnm for countries rn igl the continue to dominatt- the dispute settlcment process.
-roi usnei of their comintlmnw ,. and improed dis- arid the credibiltrt of the s;stcm dcpendc on their will-
pUtC srelementc procedu_res for resolking conflicts be- ingneis to comrpl wt!rh iudgmenrs against thei. But
r'een men;bcr sres. enc,nriaged b! [he nature of the \XTO svstem. includ-

In th- tirst r, o '-car. ot its existence. [the \WTO ing he right ro rcdrc!s. de%elnping countries arc rurn-
dimpue setrlement *vNtCem receiled a total of sixtY-rtwo mug tI the dispute settlement process far more often
ca-es in'oh ine nmere than foi n -threr distinct matcer,. thani chey did uinder the GATT.

of abating. International migration of people in search of tries between the mid-1980s and the mid-1990s. Such dis-
work is the laggard in this story. As World Development parity in the speed and extent of integration reflects how
1995 showed, annual migratory flows from developing well different regions have succeeded in raising their vol-
countries are no greater now, relative to total population, ume of trade with the rest of the world. 'While East Asia,
than in the 1970s. Most workers in poorer countries are for instance, has consistently expanded its trade over sev-
only beginning to experience the benefits-and the costs- eral decades, that of Sub-Saharan Africa has actually fallen.
of global migration. But the expansion of markets and the In addition to liberalizing trade, more countries are
increase in competitive pressure will leave some unpre- also gradually removing restrictions on cross-border
pared countries highly vulnerable to unforeseen shocks and movements of capital, either unilaterally or as part of
policy mistakes. As Chapter 3 explained, countries will regional initiatives. The number of countries with liberal
need to adopt prudent, consistent, and credible policies at or mostly liberal capital regimes has grown from nine to
home to prepare for the new global environment. Interna- thirty in the past two decades, while the number of coun-
tional collective action can help support these efforts by tries with relatively restrictive rules has dropped sharply,
offering ways for countries to make external commitments from seventy-three to fifty-three (Figure 8.1).
that will give these policies more credibility. Just as countries differ markedly with respect to

The growing global consensus on the benefits of more growth in trade, so there is considerable disparity in coun-
liberal trade and international market expansion is tries' ability to attract foreign capital. Although worldwide
reflected in the large and growing membership of the private and official capital flows have expanded by about
WTO (Box 8.1). The most recent series of multilateral a factor of ten in the past two decades, developing regions
negotiations toward trade liberalization, the Uruguay have fared unequally in attracting these flows. Much of
Round, led to significant reductions in both tariff and the expansion has been in private flows, and among devel-
nontariff barriers to trade in goods and services, particu- oping regions most of these go to East Asia and Latin
larly among developing countries. America. One estimate suggests that more than half the

Yet reducing border barriers is only one of the precon- population of the developing world has been little
ditions for participating more actively in the global trad- touched by this aspect of globalization.
ing system. Countries also need a competitive exchange Of particular concern to developing countries is the
rate, good availability of foreign exchange, and a transport composition of these growing private capital flows.
infrastructure that can support expanded trade. Thus, de- Whereas many developing countries actively seek foreign
spite spreading trade liberalization, the share of trade in direct investment, they regard portfolio investment with
GDP fell in forty-four of ninety-three developing coun- ambivalence. Foreign portfolio investors can help develop
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Figure 8.1 Many countries are loosening restraints on international capital
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local financial markets by providing liquidity and by flows. A better understanding of these risks and greater
influencing the regulatory framework and corporate gov- confidence in managing them would encourage countries
ernance. But they also bring the risk of sudden capital to participate more actively in world markets. More-open
flight, whose destabilizing effects were dramatically illus- and better-functioning capital markets in developing
trated by Mexico's crisis of 1994-95. countries would improve the use of global resources and

Managing the risk of capital flight, and of large capital increase portfolio diversification.
flows generally, has been a challenge for most developing What kind of collective actions could help achieve
countries. Increasingly the risk is regarded as a welcome these benefits? Closer consultation among central banks
source of government discipline, which discourages capri- and financial regulators could help upgrade national reg-
cious and irresponsible policies, and many countries have ulatory frameworks and financial practices. And greater
relaxed capital controls (see Chapter 3). Still, large flows cooperation among national authorities could help estab-
in either direction can accentuate a country's vulnerabili- lish procedures for mutual assistance in crises, such as the
ties through large external imbalances, rising inflation or IMF's new facility to help member countries absorb exter-
interest rates, or exuberant credit expansion that could nal shocks.
compromise the soundness of banks. Another concern is growing regionalism. The past

The means at governments' disposal to keep them- two decades have witnessed a sharp increase in the num-
selves out of trouble are almost all a matter of domestic ber of regional market-opening agreements, including
policy: in particular, prudent fiscal policies, credible mon- NAFTA, Mercosur, and APEC. Regionalism is not sim-
etary and exchange rate regimes, a sound and prudent ply about trade. In the case of the European Union, for
banking system, and, possibly, measures that reduce the example, it also reflects the desires of neighboring nations
public's expectation that the government will bail them for greater political integration in response to common
out if investments turn sour. security concerns, for cost sharing for infrastructure and

But the international community has important inter- institutions, and for increased bargaining power in inter-
ests at stake in addressing the risks associated with capital national negotiations.
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Opinion is divided on the merits of regional arrange- production. New knowledge can make a dramatic differ-
ments, and the evidence remains inconclusive. Some ence in people's lives, as it did with the eradication of
argue that regionalism will divert attention and resources smallpox, the containment of malaria and river blindness,
away from the more important multilateral processes and and the significant increases in agricultural productivity
undermine progress toward global nondiscriminatory made possible by the green revolution. But these successes
trade rules. Others contend that regionalism enables states are few and far between. And new breakthroughs are
to undertake innovative market-opening measures that unlikely in the absence of assured continued support for
will eventually serve as building blocks for multilateral ini- well-directed efforts.
tiatives. Regional partners have indeed pioneered arrange- In developing countries research suffers from several
ments later adopted in multilateral agreements; an exam- disadvantages. First, research activity in these countries is
ple is the European Union's treatment of trade in services. usually given low priority. In Sub-Saharan Africa, for

Some of the concerns about regionalism may be legiti- example, less than 2 percent of health budgets is spent on
mate. But regional arrangements can be made more con- health research; the result is shortages of research institu-
sistent with more-open and integrated world markets. One tions, facilities, and scientists. Second, the limited funding
way is to open membership in such arrangements to any that is devoted to research is usually misallocated. Pneu-
trading partners that wish to join, rather than restrict it to monia and diarrheal diseases account for 15 percent of the
countries within the region. Another option is to establish, disease burden in developing countries, yet only 0.2 per-
through a multilateral mechanism, a time-bound conver- cent of medical research funding in developing countries
gence process for cutting differences betveen internal and is directed toward studying these diseases. This misalloca-
external trade barriers to a stipulated minimum. tion often reflects a lack of basic information and of the

skilled personnel needed to develop an appropriate re-
Supporting basic research and the creation of knowledge search agenda. Third, there is little coordination and ex-
Knowledge is an international public good whose benefits change by researchers across developing-country borders;
accrue to all. International collective action can direct re- the results are a considerable overlap in research activities
search toward the needs of developing countries, where and missed opportunities for cost saving.
most research activities that exist are fragmented, poorly The international community can do more to assist
funded, and inadequately directed. International assis- developing countries in generating the new knowledge
tance can help in assessing needs, developing a cost- that will address their needs. Through foreign aid, donors
effective agenda, encouraging international exchange and can help governments develop a research agenda based on
collaboration, and providing additional funding where it careful assessment of needs, and help finance a higher but
is needed. Successes such as those of the Consultative sustainable level of research spending. The industrial
Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) countries can also help alleviate brain drain-the exodus
and the World Health Organization suggest that the re- of skilled developing-country researchers-by providing
turn on investment in research in developing countries competent researchers and scientists to work with in-
can be substantial. stitutions in developing countries to develop training

Basic research is a classic-and global-public good. capacity and research programs that encourage the reten-
The benefits, although uncertain beforehand, and hard to tion of local personnel. Donors can help establish and
measure after, often prove exceptionally high. The trans- fund regional research institutes to encourage cross-fertil-
formation of the global economy and of entire societies ization of ideas and limit redundant research activities.
has as its basis the knowledge gained from new discover- And international institutions can help disseminate the
ies. Yet the incentives to conduct and fund basic research new knowledge gained to promote productivity, more
are extremely weak: the benefits of greater knowledge are effective treatment of diseases, and healthier lifestyles.
nonexcludable, and few constituencies lobby for more The scope for such efforts has been well illustrated by
research. Governments in rich countries often regard re- successful cooperation in many areas of research and dis-
search as a luxury. Governments in poor countries seldom semination. The CGIAR, for example, was instrumental
pay it much attention. in developing more productive crop varieties and promot-

Perhaps the greatest mismatch between potential ing more efficient and environmentally friendly agricul-
returns and actual investment in research is to be found in tural methods. A netvork of sixteen agricultural research
developing countries. The scope for building human cap- centers around the world, the CGIAR is supported by
ital there is enormous, but the process is complicated by fifty nations in its primary goal of alleviating hunger in
childhood malnutrition, debilitating diseases, and degra- developing countries. But the benefits of its activity have
dation of the natural resources that support agricultural not been limited to those countries (Box 8.2).
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International cooperation in health research has also
led to important advances. The World Health Organiza- Box 8.2 How international agricultural
tion, for example, played a major role in the eradication of research benefits donors as well
smallpox. But much scope remains for collective action.
Of total worldwide spending on health research in the In V19i3 che LIniteCd Siates produced abouti 12 per-
early 1990s, an estimated 95 percentwas devoted to health Ceil of the *.'orlds waheat cro.p. The lmnired S(ares
problems of concern mainly to industrial countries, and is aLo a major rice exporter. jccounung tor neirly
only 5 percent to the health needs of developing countries. IS perccnc of irternaciona1 Erade In che commodit.l

Several research activities especially warrant more in- MNlos -.-heat and rite varieties gti%ln in lthe Lmnted
ternational support: Stares a ierc devieli:ped rhrou.gh cr:'p imrnpr.e-rent

research. Nlany %%er- developed chrough che w-ork
* Improving the understanding of tropical diseases, par- ot rv-o reearch cenire in the CGLkR nervorkl thc

ticularly those affecting children and rural dwellers of Internariurnal Center for Miuze and %-rheat Inl-
Sub-Saharan Africa pio%rement 1kni:on by- its Spanish abbreviation

* Controlling the spread of the human immunodefi- CIMNIN\Ti and [he international Rice Research
ciency virus (HIV), which causes AIDS Institu[e I IRRI i. Both are supported in patt by con-

* Improving treatment and prevention of noncommuni- tribuions from Lhc U S. -o ernment.
cable diseases, which affect an increasing number of .CA recent 'ud; ioueht lo measure the benehiv l o
people in developing countries the U.S. Tconom from CGLIR re,arch. - '-as

* Finding or developing disease- and pest-resistant vari- estimated t - - -e , d n., . .............. es[1ma[gain, frum the
eties of such crops as cotton, cocoa, rice, and yams, use - ii
which play a key role in many economies ( )M imouned toheai billon loped bil-

* Developing mining and farming technology to mini- lion. Th atnentoucoedt raric ;.4r bl.i. EvcUetnm-ben-
mize soil erosion and deforestation. . _ 

suLpport of CIlN11 IIT as a- high aiI 91 to 1. IRRI

Protecting the global environment re.edrch was linked to $20 million to SI billion in
A severe threat to development comes from environmen- Jnas In rice reaInues. - e 1dihnu a benht- cos. ratio
tal degradation, at both the global and the local level. Par-
ticularly worrisome global environmental issues include 'etents i inernational a Ictiltura research on
climate change (Box 8.3), loss of biodiversity, and protec- k hear and rice were made primarily. on humcnitar-
tion of international waters. At the local level the most in rounds. they have -iel direct benefits to
pressing problems are urban air and water pollution, I. . c-conorv that fhr oLcwelgh the costs of sup-
deforestation, and soil and rangeland degradation. Inter- porting the CGLAR. And as thc 5rudy concludes.
national collective action can help mitigate these problems m nernational agricu1tural research is an investment
through better coordination, increased public awareness, in international *tabihin artd economic row-th
technology transfers, cost sharing, and consultation to c. crsea. -a-hich reap. furLher rewards for the L'nited
help shape national and local policies and practices. 'tares and other donor nations.

International cooperation is now recognized as the
cornerstone of a sustainable environmental regime. In the
past two decades the number of international environ-
mental agreements has grown significantly. The wide arid and semiarid areas, forested areas, or areas vulnerable
array of interests at stake means that activities must be to forest decay; and countries with areas prone to natural
coordinated at the international level to ensure stable and disaster.
predictable patterns of behavior and to establish coopera- Institutional and financial support is often needed to
tive management systems. Although willingness to partic- enable certain countries to meet their obligations. One of
ipate in international collective action implies recognition the outcomes of the 1992 U.N. Conference on Environ-
of a common objective, different countries have different ment and Development in Rio de Janeiro, for example,
interests at stake, and these, too, must be recognized. was a commitment by the industrial countries to provide
Article 4 of the 1992 Climate Change Convention, for financial resources to meet the costs incurred by devel-
example, requires that parties to the convention give full oping countries in implementing obligations set out in
consideration to the interests of (among others) small the conference's Agenda 21. The Global Environment
island countries; countries with low-lying coastal areas, Facility, conceived to finance the incremental costs of
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Box 8.3 The challenges of global climate change for intemational cooperation

AlEthoug,h somc doubts remnain about rhe magnitude of mencs. such as tradable carbon cnliisiOnlS enuirlements,
global climate change and [he urgency ot dealing wkith to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In a tradable per-
it. a ctnsen'us is emeriging [hat the problem is real and miis sy stem, permiti corresponding ro a targeted ceiling
potentially dangerous, and that reasonable and appro- of greenhouse gas emissions w%ould be issued. and emis-
priare measures should not be postponed. rhe Inter- sioni without a permit would be ptohibired. Countries
governmental Panel on Climate Change has predicted for w%hich rhe cosis of reducing carbon emissions ate
that over the next 100 years the earth's surface will low w%ould have an incentivc to undertak-e those reduc-
wnarm bx an average of 1.5 to 6.3 degrees Fahrenheit. rions and sell their unneeded pernlits to countries for
and sea levels w%ill rise 6 to 38 Inches. These changes w%hich [he costs of emissions reduction are high. A
would bring more frequent and intense droughts. the recent WVorld Bank study estimates that cutting emis-
spread of disease. the retrear cf mountain glaciers, and sions in the countries of the OECD by 20 percent at
storms of grearer malevolence. least cost could require global trading of en[titleenis

What challenges does clima[e change pose for inter- "orth $30 billion to -i40 billion annually. Allowing
na[ional cooperarion? LUnder the auspices of rhe trading wN-ould generate sa% ings equivalent to 65 percent
LUniteid Nations Framenv.ork on Climare Change. of global abarcmcnr cos;.
signed in ta? ' and ratified bv 159) countries, an inter- The barriers to implemenuing this global marker are
national agretmenrt to limit rhe g,reenhouse gas emnris- largely political. The market s ven- exiasrince depends
sions thit contribuLte to clImiae change is being nego- on governments ;-,illingness to create and regulate ilt.
iiaced and ma! be adopted by the end of l99-. But iThe financial resources for purchasing entillements

clinia[e change. itf L brings the dire eftecis char ate pre- are expected to come from the priv\ae sector. I A crucial
dicted. will rake far bolder cooperation-political. eco- step in establishing the market w%ill be the initial allo-
nomic. and financial-to meet needs projected to cation of enritlemenEs-this will have to be deter-
reach $50 billion a sear b- 20NO. mined by a global cliniate change protocol. Although

Recent analysis of climate change pro' ides a srn:.ng mans fotmulas have been su,gested. this contentious
economic rationale [or adopting marker-based instru- issue has not yet been resolvcd.

projects that have global environmental impact, plays a Preventing and controlling conflict
crucial role in implementing these obligations (Box 8.4). For most of the twentieth century the world has lived

Many of the most immediately pressing environmental under the specter of major war. The first half of the cen-
problems facing developing countries, such as urban water tury witnessed two global conflicts, catastrophic destruc-
and air pollution and soil degradation, are mainly local tion of lives and resources, and decades of rehabilitation
rather than global. But they have major implications for and reconstruction. During the second half the Cold War
productivity, health, and the quality of life within these loomed large, with the threat of even greater destruction
countries' borders. Progress in alleviating these problems from nuclear weapons. Global tensions led many coun-
has been slow, with lack of capacity and political will, at tries to devote a substantial share of national output to the
both the national and the local level, a major stumbling military. Only in the past ten years have these tensions
block. begun to subside, providing an opportunity for nations to

The lesson of recent experience is that bringing about reduce military spending and reap the dividends of peace
both local and global environmental integrity and sus- (Box 8.5).
tainability will require a coordinated international effort, The threat of nuclear war has been replaced by a pro-
one that blends careful attention to financial incentives, liferation of smaller conflicts, bringing costly problems of
market forces, laws, and national interests. Equally refugee relief and rehabilitation. Existing cooperative
important, the international community must help raise mechanisms have had limited success in managing these
public awareness of the dangers of environmental degra- conflicts, or in helping to avoid them. The problems often
dation, so as to change the political incentives facing lead- spill over and engulf neighboring countries, as they did
ers, which often work against the goal of environmental in Southeast Asia and much of southern Africa in past
integrity. decades and are doing now in Central and West Africa.
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These conflicts are not confined to the poorest countries,
but can also break out in middle-income countries such as Box 8.4 Sharing the burden of environmental
the former Yugoslavia and Lebanon. The challenge facing protection
the international community is to find new ways to pre-
vent such conflicts or to manage them at an early stage The Global En\ ironnerni Facilin ((-,EF, vda, er up
before they turn into tragedies. in 1 9" I to help de% clc.ping %.oulltrkcs finance the in-

The end of the Cold War brought rising optimism that crernenu[.l coii( it ne . em trtr,nnienral inietrnicnrr
many of the issues that had contributed to instability and I itk global bencfis in f'ur :arcav clin.tc a h.hanoc.
conflict throughout the world would be resolved. Instead presen ation tf bi-'dt% Cesl B. pf[ecti.on .-Of thc :,Confl
at least thirty major armed conflicts (defined as those bvcr. Lnd pr:otecrion olintcrnational v.iturs. A oint
causing more than 1,000 deaths in a year) have taken undcriaking -. f the LTnitld Niuion, Envirornmcnt
place worldwide in recent years. The fragile peace settle- Programme. the United Nations D)e\-elopmenc Pro-
ments in Cambodia and Mozambique now seem the graninle. and chc \\crld Bank.. rihc GEF ( 1-h led ro
exception rather than the norm. We have seen: ne': instrrutional arrlnemencn r.r [he provi-ison O-

coUecivce good%.
* A rising number of refugees and internally displaced The CEF ha3 more thanl Ilo5 member tiries and

persons, and a disproportionate number of women and ii go:vernmcf b\ a b,.ard of rcprc%envtaiie; frtor

children who lack access to the basic resources needed rhirr.--r--Vo CoulllrieS eic3 rupre,enruing i con-
for repatriation or rehabilitation (Figure 8.2) ut ruencv. There are sixeen conIituenciCen to.r dcell-

* A rise in the number of humanitarian emergencies, opfing cou0rrIe. t'ourreen Cor indutirrial countries,
from an average of five a year in 1985-89 to twenty in and vo t.r Eistern Europe. Flhe cowuries in each
1990, twenty-six in 1994, and twenty-four in 1995 co:,nctituencv choose a board mn-niber and an altcr-

* The erosion or total collapse of legitimacy and author- nate. a-nd ea,h con ritucrlc- determinei irs oit n
ity in many states, including Afghanistan, Liberia, prtcevs ,:t consult-aic-n and decilirirnakiing. Nceu
Rwanda, Somalia, and the former Yugoslavia, as a re- mernber join an exim inig crna.ntuevncl. Thk inno' -
suit of extended civil war or genocide. an' e arrangemcnt tius conibine~ reprctenmat'c.ne's

k%ith efticienc'.

The relationship between refugees and the state is inex-
tricable. States are major actors in responding to and
defining refugee crises. Indeed, international law defines
"refugee" in relation to the state. Although NGOs and
receiving countries and communities play essential roles but by late 1996 an external refugee population of
in providing for displaced persons, the scale of displace- about 1.5 million remained dependent on international
ment in recent years has required that states-unilaterally assistance.
or within the framework of multilateral organizations- States also differ in their ability to avoid or limit
mobilize and deliver protection, relief, and assistance. In refugee flows. Stronger states are more effective at denying
addition, states acting together, or as members of interna- entry to refugees and asylum seekers. It is often the weaker
tional organizations, have initiated the negotiations that states, with the most limited resources, that shoulder the
have brought to an end several refugee-generating armed greatest burden in protecting refugees and repatriating
conflicts, including those in Cambodia, Mozambique, them when conflicts end.
and the former Yugoslavia. Today's international collective response to refugee

Nevertheless, the disincentives to cooperate on problems relies heavily on multilateral organizations. The
refugee issues are powerful. One is the difficulty in secur- Office of the United Nations High Commissioner on
ing commitments in situations where a state may perceive Refugees has seen its budget doubled and its mandate
no direct interest of its own. Another is the prospect stretched in the 1990s. It has provided in-country human-
of burden-sharing arrangements that require a state to itarian relief in Bosnia, cross-border operations in Soma-
accept refugees into its territory, often at high politi- lia, assistance to internally displaced persons in Sri Lanka,
cal and financial cost. The case of Rwanda illustrates and repatriation of refugees in Central America and
the high cost of providing relief in large-scale humani- Mozambique. These activities have required highly com-
tarian emergencies. Between April and December 1994 plex coordination: in Mozambique, for example, relief
the international community allocated about $1.4 bil- operations in 1991 involved twenty-six United Nations
lion for relief in Rwanda and neighboring coun- agencies, forty-four bilateral donors, six other multilateral
tries. Rehabilitation efforts were gradually introduced, institutions, and 180 NGOs. It is estimated that more
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than 16,000 NGOs are working to provide relief and

Box 8.5 How large the global peace humanitarian assistance worldwide.
dividend?

Improving the effectiveness offoreign aid
Club,hal rnilicar sprending has Fallen signiticanlvk. Foreign aid is not strictly a public good, but it can be jus-
from about -i percent otf (JDP in 119)1) to -2 percent tified by considerations of international equity, particu-
in 1l141--i o 2.-i percent irn 1t)0 isee tligurc). This larly concerning the future productivity and well-being of
drop. in sharp cotitraM to the rising trend ot the pre- people in poor countries. A vital part of improving the
'iou' two decades. rculhed From the break-ulp ot [he climate for development assistance must be to make for-
So)ie tr mnin. a changing gobd political climATe eign aid more effective from the standpoint of both the
in,reasetd dcmocrari;-1 ition, and a atll in niLb[an- aid. borrower and the donor. Recent research suggests that this

BtL has td.e rcducton in military spendung im- can be achieved by linking aid more closely to recipients'
pro%ed gro.th and %%dtadre. Tie relationship be- policies.
rv. en miltanrv !ipnridn.g and economic detelcipment The success or failure of aid-financed development
depends On a taric-ry ilt t.actrs and circumstancc projects, even in the social sectors, is particularly depen-
Empirical reiufits 'ar- depending on rhc assump- dent on the quality of a country's macroeconomic poli-
timn- and meictho&dl.igie, t,ed. 5onie 4rudjt, sho%k cies. A project to expand primary education, for example,
tha: global reductions in militaRI spending have is more likely to succeed where macroeconomic policies
indee generitcd a peae divided in thrn] ot are sound. If projects are the vehicle for development,
laster outpuct grix.; rh. Others L&uest that the rela- macroeconomic policies can be seen as the fuel and lubri-
rionship) berv.een military spending and growthlk is cants that keep the vehicle going.
not lineaTr t,ur qua.draric: if lovlccl ofeI nt iIiran- Moreover, only in a good policy environment will for-
'pendirng, icreasecd spending contributes to) lastergrowth: at high! er lesels F lriurther ra spen eign aid have an impact on growth. In countries that have
grov.-th. a[ higher Ice%ds turcher miliran- ;pending. ..
slim. s roe h stndmn . nation' are pursued the key economic policies for growth-which. jowch. O c che h',h e . empirical research has identified as ensuring fiscal disci-
c'sclud,d from th, rel.tionship between pline, preventmg high inflation, and mamtammg a rea-
miIlicam ipcnJinandl l L-rcmch IS nor:nprvntn m tlai iorltn- spending and groh is notsignicantFor sonably open economy-foreign aid has significantly in-
mo't[ de%cluping countries, in peaceiminre . In such creased economic growth (Figure 8.3). Countries that

cases hth bi-et dividend urlnnatelk maiyv come trom have achieved a good policy environment and received
-i couinrrx s percti ed seuiyand increased in%cestor

conFidencc. rather than tnini -eductions n mrlitary significant amounts of aid in recent years-Bolivia, El Sal-
contlidcric. ri[hcr khm- trom reduciiun,s mn MLlilrn'

,pendin. per ~e. vador, Mali, and Uganda, for example-have grown faster
'Fenotn Ier ,e. than would have been predicted by their policies alone.

The clear implication is that foreign aid would be more

former Soviet bloc countries effective if it were either more systematically targeted to
poor countries with good economic reform programs or

Fereer-rtaI .:1f GDP used to promote good policies. At the same time, donors
_ _ _ _ _ __ -share much of the responsibility for ensuring that foreign

aid is dispensed responsibly and effectively.
\r.-J, LL The past decade has seen a trend toward economic lib-

e - \ eralization in the developing world, indicating an improv-
ing climate for effective assistance. For example, India and
Vietnam-populous countries that undertook good re-

a- form programs in the early 1990s-have built environ-
3 \ ments where foreign aid is likely to have a greater impact

, " on growth and poverty reduction. But the track record of
_ ~ _ri I targeting aid to poor countries with good policies was gen-

erally weak between 1970 and 1993. Bilateral aid showed
irr. :-i no tendency to favor good policies, whereas multilateral

aid reflected only modest favoritism toward countries
199r-, 199:61 1-99: l9'3 19944 1995 with good policies (as shown in a study that controlled for

income and population). Clearly, a high priority for aid

, ,a t'!W iGF 'r:le. G'sP. S.:iir. sri, In.eritallii 19'3 agencies is to channel resources more systematically
toward poor countries with good policies.
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Figure 8.2 Refugees have been flooding Africa, Asia, and Europe
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Can aid help poor countries improve their policies and once good policies and good institutional structures are in
institutions? This is a difficult but critical question for the place, financial assistance can accelerate the transition to
allocation of aid. There has been little systematic research a more rapid growth path. The experience of successful
into this question, but the available results are suggestive. economies shows that the need is temporary: as a track

Structural adjustment lending to support policy re- record of good policies and performance develops, private
form has been more successful where local "ownership" of capital flows increase and gradually eliminate the need for
the reform program has been strong. Although adjust- foreign aid.
ment lending can provide a useful support to an existing Strategic options: Furthering the provision of
reform program, it is not likely to generate reform on its Strat ional Furthergoov n

own: experience strongly suggests that donors cannot
"bribe" governments to introduce policies for which there More effective international cooperation can expand op-
is no domestic support. portunities and help nations cope with the new global

Where domestic social and political forces have initi- challenges. Each country has to evaluate the merits of each
ated programs to reform policies and institutions, foreign proposed cooperative endeavor and decide on a case-by-
aid can provide effective support by bringing technical case basis whether or not to participate. But this chapter
expertise and lessons from other countries into a receptive has pointed to several areas where cooperation could be of
environment. Good examples of such positive interaction great value:
are Indonesia, Mauritius, and Uganda. But where there is
little domestic movement toward reform, assistance aimed * Expansion and preservation of open world markets,
at institution building and policy reform has had little including mitigation of the risk associated with volatile
impact. capital movements. Many developing countries are con-

Thus, in some environments it may be difficult for cerned about more-open capital markets because of the
foreign assistance to accomplish anything beyond peace- possibility of sudden outflows that can destabilize eco-
keeping and emergency relief. But once domestic social nomic management.
and political forces have generated momentum for * Basic research directed at the needs ofdeveloping countries.
reform, foreign aid can provide important support for The green revolution, made possible by the support
both policy reform and institutional development. And of the CGIAR, shows that investing in research and
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mental problems by improving coordination, increasing
Figure 8.3 Poor policies nullify the effect public awareness, transferring technology, and provid-
of aid ing incentives for appropriate national environmental

policies and enforcement.
r.4aigir, l iIi -t a aid or, GEDP Lrou.%h * Peacekeeping and the prevention of armed conflicts. The
Iper; nage lti high human and financial cost of wars-and of associ-

ated relief and rehabilitation efforts-is well known,
but existing mechanisms have had little success in pre-
venting conflicts or in resolving them before they
become large-scale human tragedies.

* Improving the effectiveness offoreign aid Linking aid
0.4 . -_., more closely to recipients' policies can make aid more

3 effective: for any level of foreign aid available to a coun-
o. 3 1 - try, economic performance rises with the quality of pol-

r,.2 . icy and governance. Recipients' policies appear to have
Cl. 2 influenced the allocation of multilateral but not of

U. 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~bilateral aid.

Lcm The appropriate catalyst for greater cooperation will
r*.- ni vary, both according to the goal and according to the

Poor ~- Higr, range of countries likely to participate. In several areas,
Policy Level of aid new functional or regional groups may be useful in help-

ing coordinate and enforce more effective voluntary col-
ri*:e: Eam:r. -ur ,; , .:.r Prrcur c cc.unrrre:- R.uti laboration. These groups can seek to develop common
,r- t, e. an; ,e)-: nl sl ,,,;r.i rn Ts | Lurl,lr1 , 1*, j.rr T. r 
ne rCel t, I- 1O U lila fl-n. .:i~ *,:.u,;r,r.r..; 103 rules and mechanisms for pursuing designated objectives.
; a pefcenra,e .i rtc.'r,L .:,jn: -. ODF. Srjurc.4 A4 3G0it But the credibility and effectiveness of any such effort will

irc,iv, pd,, ~ Dci:3' nrely critically on striking the right balance among the

competing values of openness, diversity, and cohesion.
They will rely, too, on the political incentives-and the
commitment-of participants. Attempts to improve the

development can bring rich returns-for both the effectiveness of international collective actions, like simi-
donors and the intended beneficiaries. lar domestic efforts, will bear fruit only if leaders are will-

* Protection of the environment. International collective ing not merely to promise change, but to take the steps
action can help mitigate both global and local environ- required to deliver it.


